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Satellite communications, an alternative
for the Haitian population after Hurricane
Matthew
Mexico City, October 27, 2016 – Hurricane Matthew, considered the most
damaging hurricane to hit the Caribbean since 2007, claimed numerous lives
and devastated what it found in its path. The impact has been particularly
significant in Haiti, a country where infrastructure was already limited.
In crises and disasters like this one, connectivity is a critical element to
enable humanitarian aid efforts, support the rebuilding of infrastructure and
contribute to the speedy recovery of the affected territories. Télécoms Sans
Frontières (TSF), the NGO specialising in emergency telecommunications,
together with Eutelsat and Elara Comunicaciones, has arrived in southern
Haiti to help begin restoring telecommunications on the island.
The TSF team, with the help of volunteers trained by the organization, has
mobilized through Haiti to support families that had no way to make calls
after the natural disaster. Their efforts, along with those of Haitian civil
protection authorities, have allowed communities affected by Hurricane
Matthew to remain connected.
Eutelsat’s experience in satellite communications and its 10-year relationship
with Télécoms Sans Frontières have enabled services to be routed through
the EUTELSAT 117 West A satellite and an IP cloud configured by Elara
Comunicaciones, which consolidates and increases communications efforts in
Haiti.
In leveraging the combined expertise of the three organizations
communications can be established within hours, enabling vital relief work to

get underway.

About Eutelsat Communications
Founded in 1977, Eutelsat Communications is one of the world's leading
satellite operators. With a global fleet of satellites and associated ground
infrastructure, Eutelsat enables clients across Video, Data, Government, Fixed
and Mobile Broadband markets to communicate effectively to their
customers, irrespective of their location. Over 6800 television channels
operated by leading media groups are broadcast by Eutelsat to one billion
viewers equipped for DTH reception or connected to terrestrial networks.
Headquartered in Paris, with offices and teleports around the globe, Eutelsat
assembles 1,200 men and women from 50 countries who are dedicated to
delivering the highest quality of service.
Eutelsat Communications is listed on the Euronext Paris Stock Exchange
(ticker: ETL).
For more about Eutelsat go to www.eutelsat.com
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